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Introduction

Some recent studies examining institutional misconduct and
recidivism have started to include measures of prison context within
various empirical analyses.

In general, the majority of this work has operationalized these
prison-level factors by measuring aggregate inmate characteristics,
facility security level, and broad conceptions of architectural design.
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Study Background and Key Metrics
Population Count (September 2019): 48,890
Ohio Prisons: 28
Ohio Prisons with a High Security Focus: 10
Level 3 Prisons: 7
Level 4 Prisons: 2
ERH (Level 5) Prisons: 1
Restrictive Housing Population Count (September 2019): 1972
Rates of assaultive misconduct are consistently highest at Level 4 and
ERH security (Level 5), while the rate of assaults at Level 3 security has
steadily increased over the last 9 years.

Study Background and Key Metrics

The recent increase in violence has led to a host agency-wide reform
efforts aimed at curtailing institutional violence.

One of the primary strategies has been to concentrate violent
offenders and active/disruptive gang members into higher security
“control” prisons with various conditions of confinement.

Why Prison Context and Conditions of Confinement Matter
Prior research has moved beyond a focus on individual-level (importation)
variables as predictors of inmate behavior to include contextual factors as well.
Ecological Deprivation: The relationship between deprivation and both
increased misconduct and increased recidivism has been found in a number of
studies (Kigerl and Hamilton, 2016; Listwan et al., 2013; Morris et al., 2012; Steiner
and Wooldredge, 2008).
Prison Climate: Other work has found that sophisticated measures of
organizational climate (Lugo 2016) and staffing can condition the impact of
inmate population on misconduct (Griffin and Hepburn 2013).
Conditions of Confinement: Given the national exposure towards disciplinary
and segregation reform, more recent work has begun to examine the impact of
restrictive housing on both misconduct (Labrecque, 2015) and recidivism (Clark
and Duwe 2018; Lovell et al., 2007; Mears and Bales, 2009; see also Gaes and
Camp, 2009).

Research and Study Design Questions
What is the most appropriate way to conceptualize high security
incarceration history (i.e., conditions of confinement) and
movements into and out of restrictive housing settings?
What is the effect of high security incarceration history measures on
recidivism net of important individual-level controls?
Do prison-level factors, such as ecological deprivation and prison
climate measures, that contextualize the immediate environment
prior to release impact recidivism?
Do the cumulative conditions of confinement vary in their effects
across these facility-level measures?

Prison Security Levels in Ohio
Level 1/2: least secure setting, mostly dorm-style environment, and
free range of movement.
Level 3: more secure setting, cellular environment (with cellmate),
limited out-of-cell time (4 to 6 hours), and controlled movement.
Level 4: secure setting, cellular environment (without cellmate),
limited out-of-cell time (3 to 4 hours) with some congregate activity.
ERH: most secure setting, confinement to a cell 23 hours a day for
more than 30 days (with a cellmate in segregation area and
alone with ERH as security level), and no congregate activity.

Variation within Security Level
*age of facility (light, moisture, cameras, TV reception)
*housing unit design (podular cells, linear cells, dorms, tanks, mixed, etc.)
*surveillance and supervision (obstructed versus unobstructed views)
*command post location
*movement differences (checkpoints, corridors, outside/inside)
*multi-tiered housing units
*availability day space, programming space, specialty housing, RH space
*mass movement
*specific housing units used as alternatives to restrictive housing
*cameras, control centers, door controls, cell fronts

Data, Key Measures and Analytic Strategy
The broader sample population consists of the entire release cohort of
male inmates in 2014 that served at least six months in prison before
release (and excluding early release or technical return cases).
The sample does not include reception centers or private prisons.

The offender data is joined with facility-level data (from 19 prisons) from
prior work examining the impact of various prison-level factors on
institutional misconduct (Kowalski and Martin, 2014, 2017; Lamb, Kowalski,
and Martin, 2016).
Prison allocation is determined by the releasing institution and having
served at least 70% of time at the releasing institution in the last year
before release. (n = 8,253).

Data, Key Measures and Analytic Strategy
High Security History Measures
Percent segregation history: this includes time spent in segregation housing unit
(for disciplinary reasons, administrative reasons, etc.) across entire sentence.
ERH or Level 3/4 security (with ERH): ERH exposure over 30% or Level 3/4 security
exposure over 30% (with some ERH) across entire sentence.
Level 3/4 security (with no ERH): Level 3/4 security exposure over 30% (with no
ERH) across entire sentence.

Outcome Measure
Recidivism: reincarceration for any reason over a 2-year follow-up time period.

Preliminary Conclusions
Regardless of the ambiguous nature between restrictive housing
and mental health, this study demonstrates that the effects of
cumulative exposure to high security settings have pronounced and
persistent effects on recidivism despite the more recent
environmental prison context.
The findings suggest that restrictive housing should perhaps be
conceptualized as a continuum. This compels an examination of the
conditions that are present in other high security settings that don’t
meet the threshold for restrictive housing.
These less restrictive, yet high control, settings act as potentially
independent sources of poor adjustment.
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